Tardis High Flow 5micron Inline Water Filter

Dimensions (DxH) MM – 182 x 350

Product Overview
This Tardis filter housing kit is an ideal way to introduce fresh quality water into any
appliance. Removing murky looking and harmful bacteria from the water supply. Even
tap water that is safe to drink can contain particles and containments. This unit is an
investment that can be maintained and updated with new filters when required.
Perfect to be fitted for peace of mind that the water is safe for use. Easy and fast to fit.
Filter changes will vary on water usage.

•

Technical Spec
• 1” female Plasson MDPE connection inlet/outlet
• Max working pressure 8 bar.
• Max flow rate 60 l/min
• Micron rating 5.
• Temperature rating – 82 deg C
• Requires protection from freezing
• Fitted inline to catch bacteria
Filter will need replacement when a noticeable drop in water pressure occurs
within the system.
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FILTER GUIDELINES
The filters will need changing at various time depending on the hardness and impurities in
the water. So please follow the below as a guide only.
The frequency varies for each type of cartridge, but generally cartridges have to be
replaced every 3 to 6 months.
What if you forget to replace your cartridges or forget when you last replaced them?
Luckily, there are a few signs that indicate you need to replace your water filter cartridges:
1. Drop in flow rate
If the flow rate of your water filter system drops, it means that it’s time to replace your
cartridges. The reason for the flow rate slowing down is that contaminants get trapped in
the filter media, clogging the filter to the extent that it becomes cumbersome for water to
pass though. Therefore, flow rate drops, thus, signalling that a replacement is required
2. Strange tasting water
When your filter cartridges become filled and can no longer absorb contaminants, you will
notice that your tap water has a different taste. While sudden changes in the taste of water
can be caused by other issues, it’s more likely that your cartridges are no longer functioning
at full throttle.Change your filter cartridges and test your water if the problem persists.
3. Strange smelling water- Another sign that your cartridges need changing is water that
smells bad. Once again this can be caused by other problems, but if the smell goes away
when replacing your filter cartridges, it was probably caused by the contaminants that
accumulated in your filter.
1)Water tanks feeding the filters must be checked regularly to ensure they are clean with
wash out forms completed to evidence checks
2)The water stored in the water tank must be quality checked at regular intervals (we
recommend weekly)
3)The tank must be WRAS approved
4)The pipe work should be checked and chlorinated regularly
5)The water must be boiled for at least 60 seconds at 100 degrees (sites should check the
appliances used for this purpose)
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